
Cast Concrete



 The Columbus Building, Westferry Circus, London

Cemento UK is a Concrete 
Design Studio based in 
London, specialising in 
delivering decorative 
concrete finishes for interior 
and exterior applications, 
from panelling to furniture 

 Tau Concrete Finish
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The Cemento team are obsessed with concrete and its 
potential, pushing boundaries where possible. They are 
led by the company directors Grant Allen, Julia Willey 
and Andrew Platt, who between them have worked in 
the UK construction industry for over 70 years. 

The team work closely with designers and architects at 
the concept stage, guiding them through the decision 
making process, to ensure the best possible product is 
delivered to spec. We achieve this through the use of 
sampling, mock ups and technical drawings.

Our production team ensure swift project delivery, 
excellent project management and site installation. 
At all times the aim is to complete projects to the 
complete satisfaction of both customer and end users. 

Cemento works on projects from 10m² to 1000m², 
offering supply only or supply & fit, to suit your 
particulars needs. We care about the environment 
and work from the regulations set up to protect it, 
providing full support documentation on every project. 

 Paragon & Interverse Office, London
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What is UHPC? 

 Natural product
No resins used & made from 
natural elements

 Abrasion resistant
Higher than polished granite

 Environmentally  
 friendly & sustainable

ISO 14001 and compliant with BREEAM, LEED 
projects and EU regulations

 LEED certified
US Green Building council approved

 Dry install
No wet trades required

Cemento delivers panelling, furniture, worktops and 
sculptures on a range of projects in the United Kingdom 
and Ireland. 

Cemento produces cast concrete with a highly 
experienced Italian workshop. Cemento uses UHPC (ultra 
high performance concrete) by Ductal® to deliver the best 
concrete solutions on every product. The skill is in the moulds 
which are fabricated to give the desired shape & texture.

 Longer lifespan
100 times the lifetime than that of normal 
concrete

 Compressive strength
UHPC is Up to 130Mpa or 8-10 times higher 
than normal concrete 

 Porosity
UHPC cannot be penetrated by water, dust or 
pollution

 Weight
From 32kgs per sqm @ 15mm thick

 Fire rated
Class A2 of the European standard EN 13501-1, 
Class 0 and Class M0

Benefits over traditional concrete:
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Textures 
Every panel of cast concrete is considered unique.  
The individual attention to detail during the manufacturing process allows the 
resulting product to display the typical characteristics of concrete. This includes 
patches, spots and streaks, as well as the effects of time.

Colours 
Cemento has a standard range of 8 colours but can offer bespoke colours to meet 
your requirements. 

Contact our team for a sample for your project - enquiries@cemento.co.uk

CT 510 - French Grey CT 105 - Dark Grey

CT 105Y - NeroCT 404 - FawnCT 301 - Sand CT 303 - Olive

CT 101B - White CT 513 - GreyAlfa

Delta

Eta

Gamma Kappa 24Omega

Psi Rho

Zeta
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Fixing systems 
Cemento cast panelling can be fixed  
in the following ways:

 Nvelope panelling system 
 Gluing with adhesive
 Screws to front or back of panels

Joints
Cemento panelling can be jointed  
in the following ways:

 Dry butt joints
 Colour matched silicon joints

Products, panels & sizes 
Cemento use UHPC Ductal® to create their cast product that 
ensures exceptional resistance and flexibility. UHPC Ductal® is 
made with a lower amount of cement for the production of an 
item, thus obtaining a thickness up to 5 times the compressive 
strength, bending, abrasion, porosity, fire/freeze/thaw resistance 
lower than that of normal concrete. 

Cemento can cut panels to a bespoke size, drill holes for fixing 
systems, cut out for whitegoods or equipment and create 45° 
mitred cuts all within the workshop before delivery to site. 

kgs per sqm32from 

Cemento UK can manufacture panels 
up to 3000mm x 1200mm 

UHP Cast Concrete

15mm thickness, 32kg per m2

18mm thickness, 38kg per m2

20mm thickness, 42kg per m2

Traditional cast concrete starts from 
50kgs per sqm. 
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Textures, 
Moulds and signage
Cemento produces items of all shapes and sizes, with a full in 
house design service and production of bespoke moulds for 
your project. 

Sealants 
Cemento UK offer the following sealants which 
enhance the natural concrete finish while increasing 
durability and resistance:

 WABI - For worktops   

 FC24 - For panels

Water resistant Stain resistant Anti-graffiti
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Panelling
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Worktops

 Indeed London
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Cemento has these  
environmental accreditations: 
 ISO 14001
 FSC® & PEFC timbers used 

Ductal® UHPC can achieve a range 
of LEED® credits depending on the 
application in the following categories: 
 Sustainable site selection
 Water efficiency
 Energy & atmosphere
 Materials & resources
 Indoor environmental quality

The environment 
matters to 
Cemento
Cemento Cast Concrete is a natural concrete 
mixture made of mineral components and 
organic fibres. It is a non-metalic material. 
UHPC Ductal® is made of cement and granite 
or marble aggregates. If any timber structure is 
required Cemento uses FSC timber. 

Cemento commonly works on Breeam, Lead 
and ska projects. 

Time for trees 
Our goal is to adopt 100 acres of 
rainforest in the next 10 years (That’s over 
1000 tree species every acre).

Cemento designed and distributed 
concrete clocks as a means to raise 
awareness of hardwood deforestation. 
For every clock produced we adopted 
a half acre of hardwood forest. We have 
now contributed to rainforests located 
in Argentina, Bolivia, Columbia, Ecuador 
and Mexico.

Cemento are passionate 
about their environmental 
impact. We strive to be 
proactive in helping  
this cause.
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Our clients include

 Wenlock Steps
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 Havas HQ, London
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 Paragon & Interverse Office, London
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 Indeed, London
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 Westferry, London
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Cast concrete solutions: 

 Standard panel sizes 
(supply only or supply/install) 

 Bespoke designs  
(supply only or supply/install)

 
We supply to workshops, 
contractors or clients directly.

What can  
Cemento UK offer? 
What services can 
Cemento UK provide? 

ISO 18001, 14001 and ISO 
9001 management systems. 
Cemento UK provide product 
data sheets and full project 
O+Ms on request.

What accreditation 
does Cemento UK 
have?

For the best results all cut outs 
should be done in the workshop. 
Cemento Cast Concrete can 
have holes cut, sink cut outs, 
drainage grooves or rebates. 
We can provide cut outs to CAD 
drawings or a physical template. 

How do you cut or drill 
the material? 

Cemento Cast Concrete is 
very durable against general 
wear and tear. It is hard wearing 
but corners and edges can 
be chipped if hit by heavy 
items. Areas with damage 
can be fixed with a concrete 
mix application, sanding and 
re-application of sealants to 
patch any chips on the surface. 
Touching up the panels requires 
a professional once the product 
is installed on site. 

How is the surface 
repaired if it chips? 

We can provide the material in 
sheet format for you to work as 
you wish. However, you will need 
to have the material cut or formed 
at a professional stone or concrete 
worker in the UK.  We can guide 
you through the best methods of 
cutting, joining and finishing the 
material.  

Can I buy it as a sheet 
material and cut it 
myself? 

 ‘V’ Joint (chamfered edges 
on each panel)  

 Shadow gap detail 
 Colour match mastic joint 
 Corner details – Chamfer / 
‘Bird’s beak detail / metal 
covering trim  

How do you joint the 
panels? 

The lead time is dependent 
on the quantity needed and 
the complexity of the design, 
as well as resources required 
at the workshop. For a straight 
forward panelling product in 
the most conventional format, 
a lead time of 6-8 weeks is 
possible. Up to 12 weeks may 
be needed from the date of 
purchase order in the case of 
more complex designs. We 
gauge the time needed for 
manufacture and advise on 
a programme once drawings 
and details have been 
reviewed.

What is the lead time?

We cost the product on a project 
by project basis. A square metre 
price is dependent on a number 
of points: 

 The quantity ordered. There is 
a minimum order of 10m² 

 What sealant is chosen 
 If 90° returns are required 
 The complexity of the  
design – If it is a reception 
desk or similar 

Please call or email us with the 
information above and we can 
provide a quick quotation.

How much does Cast 
Cemento cost? 

Common 
questions 
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8 Albemarle Way 
Clerkenwell 
London, EC1V 4JB

+44 (0) 203 1464 100 
info@cemento.co.uk

follow us @CementoUK

.co.uk


